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The performance of Italian NPL securitisations has deteriorated since Q11. Data for 

Q2 so far shows that profitability is solid but 57% of transactions are under-

performing. We expect this trend to worsen as a result of Covid-19 impacts.  

Scope has analysed 21 of 25 Italian NPL securitisations it has rated since 20172 for a 

total EUR 73bn of gross-book-value (GBV). We forecast that 14 of the 21 transactions 

will under-perform this year3 both in terms of timing and volumes. This would lead to 

average under-performance of -25% for 2020, against original business plan projections, 

compared to the -13% registered so far in Q2. 

Covid-19 has affected monthly collections since April, causing a drop of 46% against 

January and February averages4. However, we do not expect the impact of the pandemic 

to be fully reflected in performance until the second half of the year. 

Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

Actual performance data, as represented in the figure above, shows that 12 out of 21 

transactions are under-performing against original business plan targets in gross 

volumes. The remaining transactions are over-performing. With regard to the profitability 

of closed borrowers5, 20 out of 21 transactions are over-performing. A total of seven of 

21 transactions reported the occurrence of subordination and/or under-performance 

events – early signals of weak performance – resulting in class B interest (one 

transaction) and servicing fee deferrals (seven transactions).  

 
 
1  Please refer to Scope previous update on Italian ABS Performance: “Italian NPL ABS Performance: profitability 

solid but half of transactions behind on expected timing” (Feb-20). 
2  We have analysed the performance of all transactions presenting at least one interest-payment date as of May 

2020. This led to a sample of 21 transactions for EUR 69bn gross-book-value, as reported in Appendix I. 
3  Based on Scope forecast of transactions’ performance in the next interest-payment dates. 
4  Please refer to Scope report: “Italian NPL securitisation collections plunge on Covid-19 impacts” (Jun-20). 
5  Closed borrowers are those for which servicers concluded their recovery process and expect no further collections. 
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1. Executive summary 

We have conducted extensive analysis of the performance of Italian NPL 

securitisations rated by Scope since 2017. 

Section 2 presents Scope’s Performance Outlook for Italian NPL securitisations along 

with a high-level summary of the actual performance. 

Section 3 provides an overview on recent NPL market developments.  

Section 4 depicts the transaction sample used for the performance analysis. 

In Section 5, we focus on transaction performance, comparing actual collections 

against servicers’ projections, through the cumulative collection ratio and the net 

present value profitability ratio.  

Section 6 focuses on stand-alone performance analysis, detailing collections by 

servicer recovery strategies. It also reviews recovery and servicing costs. 

Section 7 analyses subordination and under-performance events.  

Even though historical data from which to draw robust conclusions is limited, we 

believe initial findings are sufficiently valuable to infer initial credit insights. 
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2. Scope performance outlook 

2.1. 2020 Performance Outlook 

In the short term, we expect 14 out of 21 transactions to under-perform on collection 

volumes and timing. This is on average6 25% below original business plan projections. 

We expect the remainder will show performance aligned or above original business 

plans. We believe that the choice of the right work-out strategies will be key to 

maintaining performance aligned with the original forecasts, helping to reduce the impact 

of the pandemic. 

We expect that most closed borrowers’7 transactions will show robust profitability, 

compared to original projections contained in business plans. However, we foresee a 

worsening of the average profitability due to the pandemic: servicers may accelerate 

extra-judicial routes with higher discounts to keep collections volumes up, while courts 

are closed. 

Under-performance events occurred for seven out of 21 transactions. Unless the 

respective servicers revert to this trend, they risk being removed after irrevocability 

periods are over (i.e. after around 30 months from the closing date). 

The Rilancio Decree8 waiver, if applied, envisages a temporary suspension of the deferral 

mechanism of servicing fees. The spirit of the decree is to avoid servicers from being 

disincentivised from collection activity as a result of a temporary reduction in their total 

compensation.  

We estimate that servicers will rely on judicial and DPO processes as core recovery 

strategies, as shown by historical trends. The Covid-19 outbreak could lead to stronger 

reliance on extra-judicial routes. However we have not yet observed strong evidence for 

this9. 

2.2. Actual performance at a glance 

The actual volume of cumulative gross collections shows that more than half of 

transactions – 12 of 21 – are under-performing against servicers’ original projections, 

while the remainder are performing above original projections. The same analysis, based 

on net volumes (i.e. gross collections less servicing and recovery costs), leads to eight 

under-performing transactions, mainly due to lower than expected costs. 

If we consider the profitability of closed borrowers as of the latest interest-payment date, 

20 transactions out of 21 are over-performing and no transaction under-performed10.  

The analysis performed on a sub-sample of 20 transactions and conducted on net 

collection volumes since the transactions’ inception shows comparable shares of over 

and under-performing transactions (11 and 9 respectively). In terms of profitability on 

closed borrowers, a high share of transactions systematically over-performed in all 

periods (14 out of 20). 

However, the number of closed positions is still limited in all transactions, therefore, high 

profitability on closed borrowers does not compensate total portfolio actual recoveries 

being significantly below what was expected. 

 
 
6  The average decrease is computed only in case of negative variations (i.e. only for transactions for which we forecast that gross collections will be lower than original 

business plan projections at the next interest payment date). 
7  In the initial periods, closed borrowers represent typically a low proportion of total borrowers (i.e. below 5% for certain transactions). 
8  Law Decree n. 34, 19 May 2020. Please refer to “Covid-19: GACS changes introduced by Rilancio Decree are credit neutral” (May 2020). 
9  Please refer to “Italian NPL securitisation collections plunge on Covid-19 impacts”, Figure 6 (June 2020). 
10  For Marathon S.r.l. the profitability on closed borrowers is generally not reported. 

Short-term outlook on volumes: 
14 of 21 transactions will under-
perform; the remainder in line or 
above business plan 

Short-term outlook on 
profitability: robust but 
worsening 

More than half of transactions 
under-perform on gross 
volumes, more than one third on 
net volumes; the remainder 
over-perform 

20 out of 21 transactions over- 
perform on closed borrower  
profitability 
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Seven of 21 transactions reported the occurrence of subordination and/or under-

performance events – early signals of weak performance – resulting in class B interest 

(one transaction) and servicer fee deferral mechanisms (seven transactions). 

Judicial proceedings and DPOs are core recovery strategies, accounting on average for 

48% and 26% of transaction collections, as of the latest interest-payment date. Servicers 

have so far collected up to 15% of original portfolio GBV, with recovery expenses up to 

8.8% of collections. 

3. NPL market developments and Covid-19 impacts 

Since the last quarter of 2015, non-performing exposures (NPEs) on Italian banks’ 

balance sheets have decreased substantially (-60%), from EUR 340bn to EUR 135bn, at 

the end of the fourth quarter of 2019.  

We do not expect the Covid-19 outbreak to lead to an immediate NPL wave but we do 

expect new defaults to start materialising from 2021 once the extraordinary aid 

programmes are over and as economic contraction translates into higher unemployment 

and borrower distress11. We estimate EUR 30bn of new NPL inflows out to 202112. 

Figure 1: Non Performing Loans (NPLs)- stock evolution 

 

Source: Bank of Italy 

While NPL stock has been declining, NPL securitisations have reached significant 

volumes in the last few years, mostly boosted by the GACS scheme (first introduced in 

2016 and set to expire in May 2021). 

The Covid-19 outbreak has caused a slowdown in the issuance of NPL securitisations. 

We expect a 50%-70% reduction in Italian NPL securitisations this year relative to 2019 

as banks put deleveraging plans on hold while they await better market conditions13. We 

expect that securitisation activity will increase in 2021, especially in the first half, driven 

by the expiry of the GACS guarantee scheme.  

4. NPL monitoring: transactions under analysis  

Scope currently rates 25 public Italian NPL transactions with a GBV of EUR 73.3bn. Most 

of the securitisations – 22 – are GACS-eligible, accounting for 88% of total securitised 

gross book value. 

 
 
11 As highlighted in Scope research “Covid-19: no immediate Italian NPL wave but defaults set to rise from 2021”, April 2020. 
12 As highlighted in Scope research “Covid-19: 2020 slowdown in Italian NPL securitisation”, April 2020. 
13 As highlighted in Scope research “Covid-19: 2020 slowdown in Italian NPL securitisation”, April 2020. 
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7 out of 21 transactions had 
under-performance and/or 
subordination events 

NPL stocks fell 65% on 2017 
initial volumes of EUR 200bn 

Covid-19 outbreak: defaults to 
rise from 2021 

Covid-19 impact: issuance -50%-
70% versus 2019 FY 

Scope currently rates EUR 73bn 
of NPL securitisations 
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We have analysed the performance of transactions with at least one interest-payment 

date as of May 2020. This led to a sample of 21 transactions with a GBV of EUR 69bn 

(94% of total GBV). Please refer to Appendix I for a detailed list of the transactions 

analysed. 

Figure 2: NPL securitisations rated by Scope (2017-2019) – Sample against All 

 

 Source: Public data 

5. Performance against servicers’ projections 

Section 5.1 analyses the performance of transactions against servicers’ projections, in 

terms of collection’ volumes and profitability of closed borrowers as of the latest interest-

payment date (IPD). Section 5.2 analyses the historical trends of profitability and 

collection volumes. 

5.1. Analysis of actual performance  

The performance analysis has been conducted on 21 transactions14. Please refer to 

Appendix II for the classification of performance resulting from the analysis. 

5.1.1. Volume of collections: actual against business plan 

Actual collections equal or higher than servicers’ original projections resulted in over-

performance; vice versa in the case of under-performance.  

Figure 3 shows that 12 out of 21 transactions are under-performing against business 

plan, based on cumulative gross figures as of the latest IPD. The number of under-

performing transactions decreases on a net level (8 out of 21), as shown on the right side 

of Figure 3. Remaining transactions are over-performing. 

More transactions under-perform against plan at a gross15 rather than net level (57% 

against 38%)16. This is explained by the fact that servicers typically sustained recovery 

costs that were lower than their original projections. If we consider the distribution of 

recovery costs against original projections, their median values varied between 20% and 

47% of the original projections, across all interest-payment-dates17. 

  

 
 
14  Please refer to Appendix I and II for the full list of analysed transactions. 
15  Prelios business plans typically report gross collections that are already net of privileged bankruptcy costs. This implies that the original gross projections are higher 

than reported; therefore, the number of under-performing transactions could be even higher than reported. 
16  We believe that net performance is a better measure than gross performance, especially for noteholders. In fact, available proceeds to pay due amounts under the 

notes are net of legal costs, additionally, subordination and under-performance events are typically triggered by ratios measured on net rather than gross levels (the 
Cumulative collection and the Net present value profitability ratios). 

17  The median is computed considering 20 transactions out of 21 of the Sample, as for Siena NPL 2018 S.r.l. the expenses of the BP are not directly reported. 
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Figure 3: Cumulative performance against business plans – gross and net18 levels 

 
Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

5.1.2. Profitability of closed borrowers: actual against plan 

Servicers’ most recent profitability reports on total closed borrowers19 show that 20 of 21 

transactions over-perform with a Net Present Value Profitability Ratio (NPVPR)20 above 

100%. 

Figure 4: Cumulative profitability against business plans 

 

 Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

 
 
18 Net levels refer to gross collections net of recovery and servicing expenses. 
19 In the initial periods, closed borrowers represent a low proportion of total borrowers (i.e. less than 5% for certain transactions). 
20 The NPVPR is not reported for Siena NPL 2018 S.r.l., as this ratio is not responsible for any event (i.e. subordination and under-performance events). We in any case 

computed the profitability ratio on the last interest-payment date. This results into an over-performance of 104%. For Marathon SPV S.r.l. transaction, the NPVR is not 
reported. 

20 out of 21 transactions over-
perform on profitability 
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5.2. Performance analysis since closing 

Transactions’ performance triggers are generally linked to the Cumulative Collection 

Ratio (CCR)21 and NPVPR. Performance analysis was conducted using performance 

data since closing on a subset of 20 transactions22 out of the 21 included in the full 

sample. Please refer to Appendix II for the classification of transaction performance 

resulting from historical analysis. 

5.2.1.  Cumulative collection ratio 

Figure 5 below shows that 9 out of 20 transactions have under-performed versus original 

business plan: four presented variable trends leading to final under-performance, while 

five have consistently under-performed in all periods, showing collections up to 29% 

below servicers’ projections. 

A total of 11 out of 20 transactions have consistently over-performed in all periods versus 

the original business plan, even though the magnitude of over-performance varies over 

time.  

Figure 5: CCR trend since closing 

 
Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

 

 
 
21 Cumulative Collection Ratio. 
22 This results from the exclusion of one transaction presenting only one IPD (Prisma SPV S.r.l.) and for which the historical analysis would not be robust. In Appendix II 

we reported the list of transactions on which the historical analysis was conducted, where transactions with “1 IPD” are those excluded from the analysis. 

Performance analysis implies 
looking beyond current picture: 
at historical values 

9 out of 20 transactions under-
perform  

11 out of 20 transactions over-
perform  
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5.2.2. Net Present Value Profitability ratio (“NPVPR”)  

Figure 6 shows that a total number of 18 out23 of 20 transactions have over-performed 

versus original business plan in terms of NPVPR, even though the magnitude of over-

performance varies over time. In particular: 14 transactions consistently over-performed 

in all periods while four presented variable trends leading to final over-performance. 

None of the transactions has consistently under-perform or ended in under-performance 

against historical variable trends. 

Figure 6: NPVPR trend since closing 

 
Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

6. Collection and expense analysis  

Considering that NPL proceeds are distributed to noteholders net of costs, it is relevant to 

monitor both cumulative collections and servicing costs and recovery expenses. 

Collections have so far reached up to 15% of original portfolio GBVs, with judicial 

proceedings representing the core recovery strategy so far.  

Figure 7 shows that 64% of costs stem on average from servicing fees, while 36% stems 

from recovery procedures. Recovery expenses range from 0.3% to 8.8% of total 

collections as of the last interest payment date. 

 

 
 
23 The remainder two transactions are Marathon S.r.l. (for which the NPVPR is not reported) and Leviticus SPV S.r.l. (for which the NPVPR was not reported in IPD 1, 
but only in IPD 2). 

18 out of 20 transactions over-
perform on profitability 

Actual performance is measured 
on cumulative collections and 
costs component 
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Figure 7: Cumulative expenses per type, as of latest interest-payment date 

 

Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

6.1. Collections on GBV 

Figure 8 shows that transactions have reached collections of up to 15% of their original 

GBV, with a minimum of 2%. As of the last interest payment date, the highest pace of 

collection growth24 was observed for Belvedere S.r.l. with +198.57%; the lowest was for 

Siena NPL 2018 S.r.l. with a +6.39% increase.  

  

 
 
24 Pace of growth is defined as: (cumulative gross collections at second interest-payment date – cumulative gross collections at first interest-payment date) / (cumulative 
gross collections at first interest-payment date). 

Gross collections are up to 15% 
of original GBV 
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Figure 8: Cumulative collections on original GBV, history and rates of increase 

 
 Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

6.2. Recovery strategy analysis 

Servicers follow different recovery strategies, ranging from discounted-pay-offs (DPOs), 

judicial, note sales and real estate owned (REO) processes. Recovery strategies are 

generally tailored to portfolio characteristics and economic considerations on loan 

profitability. 

As shown in Figure 9, judicial proceedings remain the core strategy (on average 48% of 

transaction collections). DPOs are extensively used by servicers (26%). Note sales (9%) 

have occasionally been adopted, also for certain multi-originator transactions. 

  

Recovery strategies are tailored 
around portfolios features. They 
can vary even for the same 
servicer 

Judicial routes as core recovery 
strategy 
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Figure 9: Cumulative collections per recovery strategy, as of latest interest-
payment date 

 
Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

While judicial, DPOs, note sales and REO proceeds result from servicers’ recovery 

strategies, indemnity proceeds compensate issuers for inaccurate information provided at 

closing25. 

Figure 10: Recovery strategy ranking (as of latest interest-payment date) 

Recovery strategy Transaction Share (%) 

Discounted Pay-Off Aragorn NPL 2018 S.r.l. 59% 

Indemnity or Giveback Juno 1 S.r.l. 9% 

Judicial  Juno 2 S.r.l. 81% 

Note sales Riviera NPL S.r.l. 42% 

Others and Confidi Leviticus SPV S.r.l. 44% 

Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

6.3. Recovery expense ratio 

Cumulative recovery expenses account for up to 8.8% of total gross collections (expense 

ratio). They are driven by servicers’ recovery strategies; judicial routes being the most 

frequent. 

Figure 11 shows that the median expense ratio on the first interest-payment date is 2.0%, 

it then rises in subsequent periods as work-out strategies progress. 

As of the last interest-payment-date, Marathon SPV S.r.l. has the highest expense ratio, 

while Leviticus SPV S.r.l. has the lowest ratio.  

 
 
25 Indemnity proceeds arise from the breach of representations/warranties (R&W), typically provided by originators or special purpose vehicles as of the closing date. A 
consistent share of indemnity proceeds is a warning signal for the lack of accuracy of portfolio information, and it can impact servicers’ original strategies and business 
plans. For example, indemnities can relate to data tape inaccuracy or to the inapplicability of representations for certain borrowers, it is therefore crucial to monitor their 
share. The issuer has the right to request indemnities only for the first interest-payment dates (i.e. one or two years after transactions’ closing dates). 

Recovery expenses are up to 9% 
of gross collections 
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Figure 11: Recovery expense ratio–trend since closing and distribution 

 

Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 

7. Interest subordination and under-performance events 

Subordination and under-performance events are early signals for transaction under-

performance26. A total of 7 out of 21 transactions have reported the occurrence of 

subordination and/or under-performance events, as shown in Figure 12.  

A subordination event occurred for only one transaction: Aragorn NPL 2018 S.r.l., while 

seven transactions reported an under-performance event. Since not all transactions have 

the same trigger levels, under-performance hits transactions with high trigger levels (i.e. 

close or above 100%) more severely than those with low triggers.  

Almost none of the transactions, once the first under-performance event, were able to 

cure the event, so continue to under-perform. If the trend observed for under-

performance and subordination events continues, there is a risk that servicers can be 

substituted after the expiry of the initial grace periods. 

The Rilancio Decree27 introduced the possibility for a temporary suspension of the 

deferral mechanism on servicing fees, applicable only for interest-payment-dates falling 

between May 2020 and July 202128.  

  

 
 
26  Please refer to the Glossary for their definition. 
27  Law Decree n. 34, 19 May 2020. 
28  “Covid-19: GACS changes introduced by Rilancio Decree are credit neutral”, 15 May 2020. 

 

Subordination and/or under-
performance events occurred for 
7 out of 21 transactions 

Under-performance events, after 
the first, typically continue to 
occur 

Rilancio Decree introduces a 
potential waiver for the deferral 
of servicing fees 
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Figure 12: Subordination and under-performance events  

 

Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 
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Source: Scope computations on servicers and payment reports 
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Appendix II: summary of transaction performance and key drivers 

Transaction Name Current 

performance on 

gross collections 

Current 

performance on 

net collections 

Current 

performance 

on profitability 

Historical 

performance 

on CCR 

Historical 

performance on 

NPVR 

Events*   

(S / U) 

2Worlds S.r.l. Under Under Over Under (variable) Over  

4Mori Sardegna S.r.l. Under Over Over Over Over  

Aqui SPV S.r.l. Under Over Over Over Over  

Aragorn NPL 2018 S.r.l. Under Under Over Under Over S/U 

Bari NPL 2 S.r.l. Under Under Over Under Over (variable) U 

BCC NPLS 2018 S.r.l. Under Under Over Under (variable) Over (variable) U 

BCC NPLs 2018-II S.r.l. Over Over Over Over Over  

Belvedere NPL S.r.l. Under Under Over Under Over  

ELROND NPL 2017 S.r.l. Under Under Over Under Over U 

IBLA S.r.l. Under Under Over Under Over  

Juno 1 S.r.l. Over Over Over Over Over (variable) U 

Juno 2 S.r.l. Over Over Over Over Over  

Leviticus SPV S.r.l. Under Under Over Under (variable) NA  

Maggese S.r.l. Under Over Over Over Over  

MAIOR SPV S.r.l. Over Over Over Over Over  

Marathon SPV S.r.l Over Over NA Over NA  

POP NPLs 2018 S.r.l. Over Over Over Over Over U 

Prisma SPV S.r.l. Over Over Over 1 IPD 1 IPD  

Red Sea SPV S.r.l. Over Over Over Over Over U 

Riviera NPL S.r.l. Over Over Over Over Over  

Siena NPL 2018 S.r.l. Under NA Over Under (variable) Over (variable) U 

*S means subordination event (responsible for mezzanine interest deferral), U means underperformance event (responsible for servicing fees deferral). 

Source: Scope computations 

Performance drivers  

Under-performance 

1. Difficult initial servicing on-boarding processes delaying servicers’ work-out activities 

2. Slow-down in judicial proceedings (as a consequence of Covid-19 outbreak)  

3. Real estate depreciation resulting in lower-than-expected sale prices 

4. Deterioration in affordability and liquidity conditions of borrowers, mainly impacting their capacity to pay 

on extra-judicial agreements 

Over-performance 

1. Collections from cash-in-court positions or from loans that were already in advanced legal stages 

and resolved faster than expected (in the initial periods) 

2. Real estate appreciation resulting in higher-than-expected sale prices (i.e. due to an increased demand) 

3. High share of extra-judicial proceeds resulting in a general frontloading of collections compared to original 

judicial forecasts 
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Appendix III: NPL securitisations rated by Scope 

Deal 
name/Link 
to Rating 
report 

Issuance Seller Servicer (master 
and special) 

GBV 

at 
closing 
(million) 

Class A 

current 
rating 

(original)  

Class B 
current 
rating 

(original) 

Coupon A/B GACS 

(Y/N) 

Elrond NPL 
2017 Srl 

Jul-17 Credito 
Valtellinese SpA, 
Credito Siciliano 
SpA 

Cerved Credit 
Management 
SpA, Cerved 

Master Services 
SpA 

1,422 BBB- 
(BBB-) 

B+ 
(B+) 

6mE+0.5%/ 6mE+6% Y 

 Bari NPL 
2017 Srl 

Dec-17 Banca Popolare 
di Bari Scpa, 
Cassa di 
Risparmio di 
Orvieto SpA 

Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA 

345 BB- 
(BBB) 

CC 
(B+) 

6mE+0.3%/ 6mE+6% Y 

GBV of GACS eligible securitisations rated by Scope 2017 
(EUR million)  

1,767       
 

Siena NPL 
2018 Srl 

May-18 Monte dei 
Paschi di Siena 
SpA, MPS 
Capital Services 
Banca per le 
Imprese SpA, 
MPS Leasing & 
Factoring SpA 

Juliet SpA, 
Italfondiario SpA, 
Credito Fondiario 

SpA, Prelios 
Credit Servicing 

SpA 

24,070 BBB+ 

(BBB+) 

Not Rated 3mE+1.5%/ 3mE+8% Y 

Aragorn NPL 
2018 Srl 

Jun-18 Credito 
Valtellinese SpA, 
Credito Siciliano 
SpA 

Credito Fondiario 
SpA, Cerved 

Credit 
Management SpA 

1,671 B+ 

(BBB-) 

CC 

(B) 

6mE+0.5%/ 6mE+7% Y 

Red Sea 
SPV Srl 

Jun-18 Banco BPM SpA 
and Banca 
Popolare di 
Milano SpA 

Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA 

5,097 BBB- 

(BBB) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.6%/ 6mE+6% Y 

4Mori 
Sardegna Srl 

Jun-18 Banco di 
Sardegna SpA 

Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA 

1,045 A- 

(A-) 

BB- 

(BB-) 

6mE+0.9%/ 6mE+8% Y 

2Worlds Srl Jun-18 Banco di Desio e 
della Brianza 
SpA, Banca 
Popolare di 
Spoleto SpA 

Cerved Credit 
Management 
SpA, Cerved 

Master Services 
SpA 

1,002 BBB- 

(BBB) 

B- 

(B) 

6mE+0.4%/ 6mE+8% Y 

BCC NPLS 
2018 srl 

Jul-18 21 co-operative 
banks co-
ordinated by 
Iccrea SpA and 
two banks 
belonging to 
ICCREA Banca 
SpA 

Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA 

1,046 BBB- 

(BBB-) 

B+ 

(B+) 

6mE+0.4%/ 6mE+6% Y 

Juno 1 Srl Jul-18 Banca Nazionale 
del Lavoro SpA 

Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA 

957 BBB+ 

(BBB+) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.6%/ 6mE+8% Y 

Maggese Srl Jul-18 Cassa di 
Risparmio di Asti 
SpA, Cassa di 
Risparmio di 
Biella e Vercelli-
Biverbanca SpA 

Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA 

697 BBB- 

(BBB) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.5%/ 6mE+6% Y 

Maior SPV 
Srl 

Aug-18 Unione di 
Banche Italiane 
SpA and IW 
Bank SpA 

Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA 

2,749 BBB 

(BBB) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.5%/ 6mE+6% Y 

https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=d68b8b43-477f-4513-8f99-881598c84504
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=d68b8b43-477f-4513-8f99-881598c84504
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=c6d83eb4-4670-48fb-8d8f-94a480e8894f
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=c6d83eb4-4670-48fb-8d8f-94a480e8894f
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=3f2f6996-7fe6-4148-a05a-378fb24c9aff
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=3f2f6996-7fe6-4148-a05a-378fb24c9aff
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=ab563a79-b84a-45f1-a8de-abe0cb025072
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=ab563a79-b84a-45f1-a8de-abe0cb025072
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=b33a10fc-ab52-4439-9cf9-2f14589a2635
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=b33a10fc-ab52-4439-9cf9-2f14589a2635
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=27eec518-6309-434f-911e-c7a73bdad718
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=27eec518-6309-434f-911e-c7a73bdad718
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=c331e9da-b444-4290-a57c-6f76d2f24cd0
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=a5df2532-d614-44e5-bfb1-3793c1631bf0
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=a5df2532-d614-44e5-bfb1-3793c1631bf0
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=6342b0bb-f73d-46b9-80b3-1d3f41404609
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=b0930965-289f-4837-b5d3-b1f089d01be9
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=e7cd3c68-52de-4c64-bc62-d54683f1c0f3
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=e7cd3c68-52de-4c64-bc62-d54683f1c0f3
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IBLA Srl Sep-18 Banca Agricola 
Popolare di 
Ragusa ScpA 

Italfondiario SpA 349 BBB 

(BBB) 

B 

(B) 

6mE+0.6%/ 6mE+8% Y 

AQUI SPV 
Srl 

Nov-18 BPER Banca 
SpA, Cassa di 
Risparmio di 
Saluzzo SpA 
and Cassa di 
Risparmio di Bra 
SpA 

Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA 

2,082 BBB- 

(BBB-) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.5%/ 6mE+7% Y 

POP NPLS 
2018 Srl 

Nov-18 17 banks Cerved Credit 
Management 
SpA, Cerved 

Master Services 
SpA 

1,578 BBB 

(BBB) 

B 

(B) 

6mE+0.3%/ 6mE+6% Y 

Riviera NPL 
Srl 

Dec-18 Banca Carige 
SpA and Banca 
del Monte di 
Lucca SpA 

Italfondiario SpA, 
Credito Fondiario 

SpA 

964 BBB- 

(BBB-) 

B+ 

(B+) 

6mE+0.65%/ 
6mE+7% 

Y 

BCC NPLS 
2018-2 Srl 

Dec-18 73 co-operative 
banks 

Italfondiario SpA 2,004 BBB 

(BBB) 

B+ 

(B+) 

6mE+0.3%/ 6mE+6% Y 

Belvedere 
SPV Srl 

18-Dec 

Gemini SPV Srl, 
Sirius SPV Srl, 
Antares SPV Srl, 
1702 SPV Srl, 
Adige SPV Srl 

Bayview Italia 
S.r.l. , Prelios 

Credit Servicing 
S.p.A. 

2,541 
BBB 

(BBB) 
Not Rated 6mE+3.25%/6% 

N 

GBV of GACS eligible securitisations rated by Scope 2018 
(EUR million) 

 45,311        
 

GBV of securitisations rated by Scope 2018 (EUR million) 47,852     

Leviticus 

SPV Srl 

Feb-19 Banco BPM SpA Credito Fondiario 

SpA 

7,385 BBB 

(BBB) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.6%/ 6mE+8% Y 

Juno 2 Srl Feb-19 Banca Nazionale 

del Lavoro SpA 

Prelios Credit 

Servicing SpA 

968 BBB+ 

(BBB+) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.6%/ 6mE+8% Y 

Prisma SPV 
Srl 

Oct-19 Unicredit SpA Italfondiario SpA, 
doValue SpA 

6,057 BBB+ 

(BBB+) 

B- 

(B-) 

6mE+1.5%/ 6mE+9% Y 

Marathon 
SPV Srl 

Dec-19 Marte SPV Srl, 
Pinzolo SPV Srl 

Hoist Italia Srl, 
Securitisation 
Services SpA 

5,027 BBB+ 

(BBB+) 

BB 

(BB) 

1.8%/8% N 

Iseo SPV Srl Dec-19 UBI Banca SpA Italfondiario SpA, 
doValue SpA 

858 BBB 

(BBB) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.5% Y 

Futura 2019 
Srl 

Dec-19 Futura SPV Srl Guber Banca SpA 1,256 BBB 

(BBB) 

Not Rated 6mE+0.3% N 

BCC NPLs 
2019 Srl 

Dec-19 68 banks Italfondiario SpA, 
doValue SpA 

1,324 BBB+ 

(BBB+) 

B- 

(B-) 

6mE+0.3%/ 
6mE+6.5% 

Y 

POP NPLs 
2019 Srl 

Dec-19 12 banks Prelios Credit 
Servicing SpA, 

Fire SpA 

826.7 BBB 

(BBB) 

CCC 

(CCC) 

6mE+0.3%/ 
6mE+9.5% 

Y 

GBV of GACS eligible securitisations rated by Scope 2019 

(EUR million) 

17,419 
      

 

GBV of securitisations rated by Scope 2019 (EUR million) 23,702     

Total GBV of securtisations rated by Scope (EUR million) 73,321     

Total GBV of securitisations referred for the Outlook 69,056     

https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=af5217a5-5168-469c-a8c9-d66e284fe587
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=5bd0ba2f-3d5f-4996-8b72-bd995527d6a6
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=5bd0ba2f-3d5f-4996-8b72-bd995527d6a6
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=4baff067-7917-4464-9e14-be584e66e17a
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=4baff067-7917-4464-9e14-be584e66e17a
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=328881ca-d3f8-48fd-b077-5f195f8adb6c
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=328881ca-d3f8-48fd-b077-5f195f8adb6c
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=e6b1be57-3841-4ec1-a30a-7250bb015803
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=e6b1be57-3841-4ec1-a30a-7250bb015803
http://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=549bcce8-b4db-4109-9869-4e2efe1387a9
http://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=549bcce8-b4db-4109-9869-4e2efe1387a9
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=f306213c-35d4-4ae7-9b62-a460e36ee6ad
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=f306213c-35d4-4ae7-9b62-a460e36ee6ad
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadanalysis?id=b59975a8-1b5e-485e-8115-0f25e04f1cc9
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Appendix IV: data disclaimer 

Useful data for monitoring 

In order to monitor performance, we analysed data provided by all relevant counterparties, including servicers, monitoring and 

paying agents. Servicing reports, updated business plan scenarios and collections at loan or borrower level represent part of the 

data analysed along with monitoring agent reports, investor reports and payment reports. 

The stock of securitisations analysed for monitoring purposes is still recent, with the oldest transactions closed in 2017. 

Data assumptions 

For sake of comparison, Scope has synthetically computed the CCR and/or NPVPR for certain transactions.  

This is applicable for: 

• Aqui SPV S.r.l. and Juno 1 S.r.l. for which the NPVPR has been computed as the average between the NPVPR value as trigger 

for the interest subordination event and the NPVPR value as trigger for the under-performance event; 

• Belvedere NPL S.r.l. for which, given the presence of two servicers, CCR and NPVPR have been computed weighting each 

servicer’s ratio with the relevant expected collections for each servicer’s business plan.  

• Siena NPL 2018 S.r.l., for which the NPVPR is not reported as it is not responsible for any event (i.e. subordination and under-

performance events). We in any case computed the profitability ratio across interest- payment dates. 

In case of transactions for which more than servicer was mandated, since under-performance events were based on the ratios of 

each servicer, we reported that the under-performance event occurred if it occurred for at least one servicer.  

Scope has performed an extensive analysis on performance data, based on the information received from all relevant 

counterparties.  

Even though reported data are deemed to be correct, Scope is not liable for any errors in the reported data. 

In case certain data are deemed to be incorrect, please report this directly to the authors of the article. 
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Glossary 

Ad interim collections Collections received from portfolio cut-off date until transfer date. 

Closed borrowers (Scope 

definition) 

Borrowers classified as: 

-Fully resolved by Prelios 

-Fully closed by Cerved and doValue 

-Closed by Credito Fondiario 

The definition of Closed Borrowers derives from servicers’ classifications, which are not homogeneous. Scope 

considered as closed only closed debt relationships. 

Court costs Expenses linked to judicial activities. 

Cumulative collection 

ratio (CCR) 

CCR measures transaction performance in comparison with the original business plan. It is typically measured 

on a net level: the ratio between cumulative gross collections net of recovery expenses and expected net 

collections of the business plan. 

Discounted-Pay-Off (DPO) Discounted pay-off amount following out-of-court agreements with borrowers. 

Closed debt relationships Borrowers closed in the accounting and management systems of servicers (sistemi contabili e gestionali), since 

servicers concluded their recovery process and no further collections are expected.  

GBV Gross book value. 

Indemnity / Giveback 

proceeds 

Proceeds collected via indemnity requests or give-back of loans (retrocessioni pratiche) from transaction 

originators. 

Insurance costs Costs due to insurance policies covering portfolios’ exposures. 

Interest subordination 

event and servicer under-

performance event 

Subordination and under-performance events occur when the transaction is performing below the servicer’s 

projections in terms of i) cumulative collections (CCR) and/or ii) profitability on closed borrowers (NPVPR). In 

addition, an interest subordination event can also be triggered by unpaid interests on class A notes. If actual 

CCR and NPVPR values are below certain thresholds, referred as ‘transaction triggers’, subordination and/or 

under-performance events follow.  

Upon an interest subordination event, class B interest is subordinated to the full repayment of class A notes. A 

servicer under-performance event typically results in a partial deferral of servicing fees. Upon an under-

performance event, a portion of servicing fees is subordinated to the full repayment of the notes. Additionally, 

servicer termination generally occurs after two consecutive periods of under-performance (only after the 

‘irrevocability period’ (i.e. after around 30 months from the closing date)). 

Legal costs Costs to carry out legal actions in the context of workout processes. They can also include court costs. 

Judicial proceeds Proceeds collected through judicial processes (i.e. bankruptcy, foreclosures). 

Master servicing fees Fees paid to the Master Servicer to carry out the monitoring and fulfilment of regulatory duties related to the 

transaction. 

Net present value 

profitability ratio (NPVPR) 

NPVPR measures transaction profitability on closed borrowers in comparison with the original business plan. It 

is typically defined as the ratio between the (i) present value of actual net collections (gross collections net of 

recovery expenses) and (ii) the target price of the business plan, whereas collections pertain only to closed debt 

relationships. 

Present Value (PV) is computed as NPV(x)=x/(1+i)^(t/360), whereas “i” is the discount factor, and t is the day 

count between the closing date and the date where “x” amount has been collected. 

Target Price (of business plan) refers to the Present Value of net collections, computed with the discount factor 

and based on the initial portfolio base case scenario. 

Not allocated proceeds Proceeds collected by servicers but not yet classified per recovery strategy. 

Note sales proceeds Proceeds collected through credit disposals (Cessioni di credito) to third parties. 

Open borrowers (Scope 

definition) 

All borrowers not classified as closed borrowers (as per Scope definition). Based on this definition, also 

borrowers for which servicers had accomplished most of the recovery process, but further collections may be 

received (i.e. in case of DPO strategies), are included. 

Others and Confidi 

proceeds 

Proceeds collected from the enforcement of Confidi guarantees, and proceeds classified as “Other Actual” by 

servicers (i.e. ad interim collections and cash in court proceeds). 

Other costs Expenses not included in other cost categories. 

REO proceeds Proceeds collected through the activity of a real estate owned company. 

Special servicer base fees Fees paid to the Special Servicer for each loan under management (a fixed percentage on portfolios’ GBV).  

Special servicer 

performance fees 

Fees paid to the Special Servicer in relation to its recovery activities (variable percentages on collections). 

Subordination event Subordination events are typically responsible for the deferral of class B interests to the repayment of class A. 

Under-performance event Under-performance events are typically responsible for servicing fee deferrals and they result in servicer 

termination in case of consecutive periods of under-performance. In this report, the under-performance event is 

meant to be responsible only for the deferral of servicing fees. Therefore, an under-performance event is 

triggered when servicing fees were deferred, based on the relevant triggers. 
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